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Sponge & Brush Techniques

As stampers, our focus is often on the stamps, the inks and the papers.
But peek into the supplies of just about every stamper and you are apt
to find some brushes and sponges. They can get a surprising amount
of use in stamping.
If you think about it, sponges and brushes are used in so many ways
in so many crafts that “Sponge & Brush Techniques” is really way too
large a topic for one eArticle. So I don’t claim that this eArticle
covers every possible technique where you might use a brush or a
sponge. Instead, we will touch on many different ways to use them as
well as how to pick them out, care for them and store them. Note: Our
focus is using brushes and sponges as an art tool in stamping projects;
we are not looking at using sponges for cleaning.
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Sponges Used in Stamping
Most stampers use a sponge at some point. While most
commonly thought of as a cleaning tool, we often use them as
a way to apply an art medium, water, bleach, etc. onto a surface.
But not all sponges are the same.

High Density Foam Sponges
Craft sponges, the type most commonly used by stampers, are
often made of high density foam. Because the sponge material is
so tightly packed, ink or paint tends to stay close to its surface.
They also let go of color fairly easily. So they are a good choice
when you want to pat or smear paint or ink with it.
While not as sturdy as a cleaning sponge, they hold up fairly
well to being tapped on paper or dragged across smooth surfaces
as long as you don’t get too rough with them. They can dry out
and crumble over time. Some can be cut or torn if you want
to vary the shape or soften their edges. They include cosmetic
sponges, Sponge Daubers, Foam Stylus Tips, Cut ‘N Dry Foam
and Ink Blending Foam.
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Cosmetic Sponges

Cosmetic sponges were the first high density sponge used by stampers and they still work fine for many purposes. Sold in large packs
in dollar, grocery and drug stores, they tend to be inexpensive.
Often they are triangular wedges, but you may also find them in
other shapes. You are likely to find similar sponges in craft supply
stores packaged for craft use; compare prices to get the best deal.
Cosmetic sponge wedges can be patted onto an inkpad or onto
paint on a palette to load them and then patted or rubbed across a
project surface. The wedge shape gives you flat surfaces of two sizes
as well as wide and narrow areas for covering large or small surface
areas with ink or paint.

Notice however that if you simply pat the wedge onto ink or paint
and then onto the surface, you’ll get distinct shapes with strong
edge lines, almost like you are stamping with it. This can actually
be a good thing if you are trying to create a repeating background
pattern but not so great if you are simply trying to apply even color
over the surface.

Next: Sponged Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Man - Bartholomew’s Ink, Text Toomuchfun Rubber Stamps), Ink (Stewart Superior:
India Ink Black dye ink; Clearsnap Colorbox: Scarlet
pigment ink), Cardstock (white, black), Cosmetic
Sponge, Colored Pencils (Derwent Watercolor, Lyra
Skin Tones), Paper adhesive (Xyron.)

“Ink the end of a cosmetic sponge on a red pigment
inkpad. Stamp repeatedly in rows, re-inking each
time, to create a brick-like background.”

“Stamp man in black on cardstock scrap, color with
colored pencils. Cut out and layer onto background.”

“Stamp text in black on another cardstock scrap. Layer
onto black cardstock scrap and then background.
Layer all onto black card.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4" x 5 1/2".
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So, to reduce edges, stampers usually will
bend the wedge and use its now rounded
center when sponging. One way to do this is
to simply bend it, holding it with your fingers
as you work. But if you sponge a lot, there are
other strategies you may like.

Tip: Annette Warkentin of About Art Accents

suggests, “[Triangular] cosmetic sponges pinched
into a pinch type clothespin make perfect daubers
to fill in backgrounds and to add a bit of color in
specific areas of our art.” Or, you might wrap
flatter round cosmetic sponges around the
head of a round-topped clothespin or wooden
knob and secure with a rubber band or string.

Learn More: Alternatively, Lindsay Weirich
shows how to make ink daubers using
cosmetic sponges glued into spray bottle caps
in a video on her Frugal Crafter blog.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Sponge Daubers

Tsukineko’s (Imagine Crafts) Sponge Daubers are little round high
density sponges on plastic tube bases. Slide your finger into the
hollow base and you’ve got a sponge on your fingertip. (They also
make larger Sponge Daubers for working with large stencils.)
Sponge daubers are sold in packs of three or in bulk packs. Their
curved sponge tips help you avoid edge marks as you work. (Note:
This is an older Sponge Dauber. Newer ones have black bases.)

ColorBox Stylus

Clearsnap’s ColorBox Stylus and Tips are another sponging option.
There are several different types of tips available for the Stylus,
including soft high density White Foam tips in oval, round and
leaf shapes. The long plastic stylus itself has slots at each end to
allow you to swap tips in and out easily. So you can use the same
stylus for all colors, simply swapping out tips as needed. (The
Stylus can alternatively be used with Clearsnap’s Black Moldable tips to create stampable patterns.) The tips are sold in packs
of three.
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Cut ‘N Dry Foam

Ranger’s Cut ‘N Dry comes in two versions. The Foam version is
an 8" x 10" double-sided stamp pad foam sheet. The foam can be
cut to any size and shape you like. It can be used to make custom
inkpads or you could use it for sponging paint or ink.

Ink Blending Foam

Ranger’s Ink Blending Tool looks like an old fashioned office stamp,
with a wood mount and a knob handle. Their high density Ink
Blending Foam is attached underneath the tool using hook and
loop tape. This lets you easily swap the foam on and off. This tool
can also be used with Ranger’s Alcohol Ink Applicator Felts.

Rainbow Sponges

Ranger also used to sell Dee Gruenig’s Rainbow Sponges. These
were stiff very high density sponge blocks that could be inked
along an edge with re-inkers and then rubbed across glossy cardstock. When done in rainbow colors, you can create a rainbow.
Many stampers still have one of these in their stash.

Next: Sponged Artwork.
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle),
Alcohol inks, Rainbow Sponge (Ranger:
Posh Impressions), Cardstock (white
glossy, black), Stamp ink (Tsukineko
VersaMark: black), Embossing powder
(Sparkle N Sprinkle: Black Detail), Scissors, Foam tape.

“Apply colors of rainbow in alcohol inks to
the edge of a Rainbow Sponge. Swipe over
glossy white cardstock to create rainbow.
Stamp image and sentiment on top of rainbow in black and heat emboss with black
detail embossing powder.”
“Stamp rainbow and bird on white glossy.
Heat emboss with black detail embossing
powder. Cut out cloud portion and layer
over cloud. Swipe bird with same sponge,
cut out and attach to card front. Layer
piece to black card base.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4" x 5 1/2".
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Foam Brushes
Another type of sponge you often find in stampers’
stashes are foam brushes. Sold inexpensively at any
craft supply or hardware store, these are typically
chisel tipped dense black foam on a wood or plastic
stick handle. The foam tends to be less dense than
cosmetic or craft sponges. The foam heads come in
different widths, typically 1", 2", 3" or 4" wide. They
are sold individually, in bulk packs or variety packs.
Foam brushes are handy for applying acrylic paint
to rubber stamps or other surfaces, applying a coat
of water over a surface and for some background
techniques. They work with quite a lot of art mediums but not with shellac or lacquer. Often people
will choose a foam brush when they want smooth
paint application but don’t want to have to wash
out the messy brush afterwards. They also can be
used to smooth out a finish created with a more
traditional bristle brush.
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Foam brushes are meant to be disposable. While
you can sometimes wash them out to use again,
they are typically one-time use tools. The foam
will start to crumble after a couple uses.
Usually foam brushes on wood handles are better
quality, with denser foam, than those on plastic handles, but not always. Lower density foam
brushes can leave bubbles in the paint and are
more likely to fall apart quickly. If you purchase a
foam brush individually in a craft store, press on
the foam to check its density and gently give the
handles a tug to make sure they are secure and
don’t pull out.

Learn More: If you like to improvise tools and

have some foam around the house, Instructables
has a how-to for a “ do-it-yourself foam brush” made
with a cut piece of foam clipped by a pinch style
clothespin. The clothespin serves as a handle.
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Household & Toy Sponges

If you poke around craft stores, hardware stores,
drug stores and even toy stores, you are likely to
find all kinds of sponges, some for cleaning and
some for paint. Some are even cut into shapes,
letters or numbers or shaped into balls.
The common kitchen sponge, like the tan sponge
shown here, is often made of cellulose (plant
fibers) which is more absorbent than polyurethane
sponges and so don’t tend to be used for crafts
as much. (You want a sponge that won’t simply
absorb the ink or paint; instead you want the art
medium to sit on the surface of the sponge until
you pat or rub it off.)
You will also find a variety of sponges made
of foamed plastic polymers (polyether, PVA or
polyester.) These sponges vary in shape, size,
absorbency and density, depending on what they
are made of and how they are made; some might
Page 14
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be useful for craft sponging and others not. Play around with
sponges that you have to see how they work with inks or stamps.
You may find that they create interesting textures for backgrounds.

Tip: Barb in St. Louis told StampTalk, “Craft stores often take household products and downsize and repackage them for the crafter. I buy
large, car-washing sponges at Wal-Mart and cut them down to use with
my paints and inks. [It is] much cheaper than a two-pack I might find
at a craft store.” (Car wash sponges, like the one here, are similar in
feel to round open-holed synthetic artist sponges.)

Another interesting type of sponge is the compressed cellulose
sponge (like “Miracle Sponges”.) These come compressed, with all
air and moisture removed and very flat (often only about 1/8" thick.)
Add water to rehydrate them and they puff up. They can be fun to
play around with. Cut or tear them into shapes when they are dry
and compressed and then add water and allow to dry to create a
puffed up sponge that you could use as a sponge stamp. (Keep in
mind that cellulose is a very absorbent material and so would tend
to suck up a lot of ink. They would probably be more useful with
thicker acrylic paint.)
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Sea Sponges & Artist Sponges

Most sponges we use these days are man made, but natural sea
sponges are still used for a few things. In the craft room, sea
sponges, with their big open pores and varying shapes, are most
often used to sponge ink or paint onto a surface. Their craggy,
irregular surfaces create interesting textures. (Note: Mine get a lot
of use and so are stained and colorful!)
Alternatively, synthetic artist
sponges are often found in the
art supply section of the craft
store. Big yellow round or oval
sponges, they are designed to
be similar in texture and use to
natural sea sponges. This type
of sponge can also be cut into
smaller wedges.
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Brushes Used in Stamping
Wander around in a craft supply store and you are
likely to find a large variety of brushes, sold individually, in sets and as part of craft kits. There are several
types typically used by stampers.

Artist Brushes
For some projects, especially when working with
watercolor or acrylic paint, stampers will reach for
an artist brush. They range from incredibly cheap to
wildly expensive. Most stampers don’t use a brush
every day, but they want something that works well
and won’t fall apart after one use, and so will probably
want something in between.
An artist brush has several parts: the hair or bristles,
the handle, and the metal ferrule which is glued to Bristles + Ferrule + Crimping + Handle = Brush
the handle on one end and crimped around the bristles. You’ll need to pay attention to each part to find
the right brush for your purpose.
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Natural vs Synthetic Bristles: The hair or bristles of a brush can be natural (soft
animal hair or bristle) or synthetic (Taklon polyester) or a blend of the two. Natural tends to be more expensive than synthetic.
Oil painters use natural brushes. Stampers don’t tend to use oil and are more likely
to use watercolor or acrylic paints. Acrylic paints can dry out, break down and
damage natural brushes, so you would instead want to use synthetic brushes when
working with acrylics. While you could use a flexible natural bristle brush for
watercolor, synthetic will work for these too, so going with synthetic that could be
used for either watercolors, ink or acrylic would work for many stampers’ needs.
Brush Shape: Brush tips vary in shape. Shapes include Round (round metal ferrule
and round or pointed tip), Flat (flat ferrule and squared off tip), Filbert (thick flat
ferrule and oval tip), Fan (flat ferrule and fanned out tip) Bright (flat ferrule and
tip that curves inward at the end) and Mop (thick flat ferrule and soft round tip.)
The shapes we stampers are most likely to find useful are Round or Pointed Round
for small areas and details, and Flat for large areas, washes, straight lines and
edging. (Examples of Flat and Pointed Round brushes from a Claudine Hellmuth
set shown here.) You’ll often find inexpensive sets of brushes in the art aisles of
craft stores with a variety of brush tips if you’d like to try different tip shapes.
Flat & Pointed Round
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Brush Size: Brush tips can also vary in size
(and there is no standardization in size
labeling.) When purchasing brushes, think
about how you plan to use them. If you
want to cover large areas quickly, you’ll want
a larger (wider) brush tip. If you know you
will be doing fine detail work, you’ll want
the tip to be small and pointed. Consider
purchasing brushes with round and/or
pointed round and flat tips in a few sizes or
simply purchase sizes as needed.
Bristle Flexibility: Brush tips can also vary
in flexibility. Watercolor artists often like
a soft flexible brush. Acrylic artists often
want a brush tip that is of medium flexibility. If possible, go to a local store to pick out
brushes. Feel the bristles to see if the flexAssorted Flat, Round
ibility feels right to you.
and Pointed Round
Artist Brushes
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Handles: Brush handles can be long or short. Long handles are
favored by artists working on an easel at a distance from canvases.
Most stampers will probably find shorter handles more convenient,
as we tend to work more closely to our projects on a flat table. You
can hold short handled brushes more like a pencil, so you’ll probably find them easy to use too. At the store, hold brushes in your
hand to see if the handle is comfortable to hold and if you like the
handle length.
Ferrule & Crimping: An artist brush’s metal ferrule is glued to the
handle and the bristles are crimped and stick out of the ferrule at
the other end. When purchasing a brush, make sure it is not shedding hair and that the bristles appear to be firmly crimped to the
handle. Look for metal ferrules without a seam that can come apart
and/or let in paint or water that can damage the handle.
Metal Ferrule & Crimping
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Buy the best quality brush that you can afford. Most stampers, who
only use artist brushes occasionally, will probably go for Student
Grade because they are decent quality but are not as expensive as
pricey Artist Grade brushes but are better quality than very inexpensive Scholastic brushes for kids.
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Stencil & Stipple Brushes

Two similar types of brush commonly used
by stampers is stencil and stipple brushes.
Stencil Brushes: Stencil brushes have stiff
bristles with flat tops, designed for tapping
or swirling paint or ink over a stencil. The
bristles need to be flexible so that they bend
a bit with pressure but should not be so flexible that they are floppy. They usually have
the same metal ferrule construction as artist
paint brushes.
Stipple Brushes: Stipple brushes sold to
stampers are very similar but tend to have
softer more flexible bristles than stencil
brushes and the bristles tend to vary just
a little bit in length. They may not have a
metal ferrule and so can be more likely to
shed bristles.
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JudiKins’ Color Dusters are one type of
stipple brush popular with stampers. They
have short chunky little wood handles that
make them comfortable to use for stippling
cards with ink, chalks or even watercolor.
You might also find Martha Stewart short
soft grip Stippling Brushes or longer handled
craft stipple brushes with big plastic
ferrules in craft stores or at craft shows.
Color Dusters

Use either stencil or stipple brushes for dry
brush techniques where you don’t use a lot
of paint (like stenciling) or to stipple ink
over a surface for overall color. Stampers
often use stipple brushes as an alternative to
cosmetic sponges for applying ink to paper
for backgrounds and inside of stencils.

Long Handled Stippling Brushes
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Waterbrush

Toothbrush

Another type of brush popular with stampers is a Waterbrush If you want to
or Aqua Brush (under various brand names.) These brushes
speckle paint
have hollow plastic handles that can be filled with water and
onto a surface in
a screw-on tip with synthetic (nylon) bristles. The brush tip is a random way,
either flat or pointed and is often available in different brush
an old tooth
tip sizes. They are popular for watercolor techniques but can
brush can do
also be filled with bleach, watercolor paint or dye-based inks. the trick.
Squeeze the plastic handle to move more liquid from the
barrel into the brush tip. It’s basically like using an artist
paintbrush dipped in water except that you don’t have to dip
them in water to keep the brush tip wet.

Or a round
speckling brush
creates results
similar to the
toothbrush. (The
brush turns
against a metal
pin, spattering
the ink or paint
on the bristles.)

Next: A Sponsor page.
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Sponge & Brush Techniques
Sponges and brushes can be used in multiple ways in
stamped projects including:

• Color on a Rubber Stamp

• Stamp Shapes with a Sponge

• Color Around Layer or Card Edges
• Color Inside or Around a Mask
• Color Inside a Stencil

• Color Inside a Stamped Image

• Color a Background with Ink or Paint

• Color Raised Areas of a Dry Embossed Design
• Apply Water or Bleach to a Surface

• Pull Ink From One Area to Another
• Brush on Pigments and Powders
Page 26
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Color On a Stamp
One way to use a sponge or brush in
stamping is to use it to apply color, either
ink or paint, to a stamp.

Inking a Stamp

You might wonder why you would want to
bother using a sponge or brush to ink to a
stamp when you could just tap it with an
inkpad (or tap the inkpad with the stamp.)
For most stamps that you want to ink
using one ink color, this would indeed be
more work for basically the same result.

Ink stamp using ColorBox Cyan pigment inkpad. Use the tip of a cosmetic
sponge to remove blue ink from fish area. (This helps reduce color contamination on the yellow inkpad in the next step.) Use a Sponge Dauber to
apply yellow pigment ink to fish area. (If instead using dye inks, huff on
inked stamp.) Stamp image. Kimono Stamp: Limited Edition Rubber Stamps.
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But consider this. What if you want to
sponge a second color in defined image
areas? For example, here I wanted to use
stamping inks to color most of the stamp
blue but one specific area yellow. Using
sponges let me do this.

Next: Sponged Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Kimono - Limited Edition Rubber
Stamps), Ink (Clearsnap Colorbox: Cyan, Canary,
black), Cardstock (white, green, blue), Paper (black,
Silver Crow Creations: preprinted), Cosmetic
Sponge, Sponge Dauber, Flat artist brush (Claudine Hellmuth), Acrylic Paint (Deco Art Dazzling
Metallics: Emperor’s Gold), Paper adhesive (Xyron.)

“Use flat artist brush to brush a thin coat of gold
acrylic paint across a piece of blue cardstock to create
gold layer. Allow to dry.”

“Ink kimono with blue pigment ink. Use a clean
cosmetic sponge to remove paint from fish area. Use
a Sponge Dauber to apply yellow pigment paint to
fish area. Stamp card on white cardstock. Edge with
black ink.”

“Layer kimono onto black paper, then gold layer, then
preprinted layer and finally green card.”
Finished Size: 6 1/2” x 5 1/2".
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Or what if you used a stipple or
stencil brush to stipple two or
more colors onto a stamp and
then stamped that multi-colorinked stamp as I’ve done here?

Painting a Stamp

You might also use a sponge or
brush to apply paint to a stamp
instead of stamping ink. See
the “Stamping with Acrylic Paint”
eArticle for four ways to apply
paint to a rubber stamp. You
could apply paint with a foam
brush, a high density craft brush
or even a sea sponge (which
would create interesting mottled
texture when used on solid
stamp image.)

Next: Sponged Artwork.
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Stipple stamp with two colors of Distress Inks using Color Duster. Huff on stamp to
rehydrate ink. Stamp image on surface. Stamp: Deadbeat Designs.

Stipple stamp with Deco Art Dazzling Metallics acrylic paint using cosmetic sponge
or foam brush. Stamp image on surface. Stamp: ZimPrints.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Heart - ZimPrints), Ink (Ranger
Distress Ink: Peeled Paint, Mustard Seed: Clearsnap
ColorBox pigment ink: green), Cardstock (black,
yellow), Various Sponges & Brushes, Acrylic Paint
(Deco Art Dazzling Metallics: Emperor’s Gold),
Paper adhesive (Xyron.)

“Use various brushes and sponges to stipple/sponge
dye and/or pigment inks onto yellow cardstock. Use
cosmetic sponge to edge background layer with green.”
“Use a cosmetic brush to tap gold acrylic paint onto
heart stamp. Stamp onto black cardstock. Clean
stamp immediately.”
“Layer background layer to yellow card and layer
heart layer over all.”
Finished Size: 6 1/2” x 5 1/2".
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Stamp With a Sponge
All sponges end somewhere, so they all have edges. Keep those
shapes in mind for times when you need to stamp a shape of color.
For example:
• Ink a round Sponge Dauber and press it onto paper to create a
filled circle.
• Stylus Tips come in a several shapes: round, oval and leaf which
could be inked and pressed onto paper.
• Press the end of an inked cosmetic sponge onto paper to create a
rectangle. (Stamp it repeatedly in rows to create a brick wall.)
• Use scissors or decorative scissors to cut a cosmetic sponge or Cut
‘N Dry Foam into stampable shapes.
• Kids toy bathtub sponges come in shapes, letters and numbers
which you could ink up and stamp. Or ink up and press a foam ball
for a roughly rounded shape.
• Cut or die-cut a dry compressed sponge. Rehydrate it with water,
allow to dry and then use it to stamp with acrylic paint.
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Color Card Edges
The easiest way to use a sponge on a stamped
card is to use it to add color to layer or card
edges. Applying ink to edges defines them and
makes layers pop, without the added weight
that paper layers bring. For some projects you
are looking for an even line of color along the
edge of the cardstock. For others, you might be
looking for darker color at the edges that blends
to lighter as it moves inward or even a rougher
distressed look.
The sponge you use can impact the look you will
get. If you want a tighter, more controlled and
smaller colored edge, you might find working
with a smaller sponge, like the Sponge Dauber
easier. Different sponges can create different
patterns (see the backgrounds section) so play
around with various sponges to see what different looks you can create using them.
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There are two main approaches to sponging
ink onto a card edge. In one, you are working
with the cardstock flat on a work surface. With
the other, you are holding the cardstock in
your hand in the air.
Put the cardstock down on a table. Work on a
craft sheet or on scrap paper. Ink the sponge
by tapping it onto an inkpad. Start from off
the edge, pulling the ink inward toward the
center of the cardstock. Try moving in straight
lines or move in circular motions to build ink
around card edges without lines.
Alternately, hold the cardstock in your hand
and flick the inked sponge along the edges.
This approach tends to create a thinner, more
subtle application of edge color.

Next: Sponged Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Bird - Rubber Monger), Ink
(Stewart Superior: India Ink Black; ColorBox
pigment ink: Royal Blue), Cardstock (white,
yellow), ColorBox Stylus & Oval Foam Tip, Flat
artist brush, Colored pencils (Prismacolor), Paper
adhesive (Xyron.)

“Use Stylus and foam tip to sponge pigment ink
onto white cardstock from edges toward center,
leaving a lighter area in the middle.”

“Stamp bird in black ink in lighter middle area
of background. Color with colored pencils. Layer
onto yellow card.
Finished Size: 4 1/2” x 5 1/2".
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Ink Inside a Stamped Image
But what if you want to use a sponge or brush to color
with stamp ink inside a stamped image? Most sponges are
not small enough to get into tiny areas. If your stamp is
very detailed, you are more likely to use it to apply a base
color rather than for more specific color. Very small stencil brushes could be used to color some images though.
(We’ll also cover coloring with water and paint later.)

Sponged or Stippled Base Color

Stamp image in black
ink. Stipple flower and
leaves with yellow and
green dye ink using stencil brush. Color in details
with yellow, green and
burnt ochre regular
colored pencils. Flowers Stamp: The Stamp
Connection.
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There may be times when you want to sponge or stipple
base color over a stamped image. Maybe you’ve stamped
a flower and you plan to color the details with markers or
colored pencils, but you’d like to start with a base layer of
inked color. You can use a sponge or a a stencil or stipple
brush to pat ink over the image, not worrying about
going outside of the lines. Color detail using other coloring tools. Cut the image out and layer it onto your card.
(Or mask the background to protect it while you sponge,
letting you skip having to cut out and layer it.)

Next: Sponged & Brushed Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Flowers - The Stamp Connection,
Text - *Unknown), Ink (Clearsnap ColorBox pigment
ink: Green, Lime, Canary: Stewart Superior: India
Ink Black), Cardstock (white, yellow), Stencil brush,
Various sponges and brushes, Regular colored pencils
(Prismacolor), Paper adhesive (Xyron.)

“Stamp flower in black on white cardstock. Use stencil
brush to stipple green and yellow pigment inks over
design. Use colored pencils to add detail and darker
areas to coloring.”

“I originally planned to cut the flower out to layer it,
but I liked the soft look of the stippled ink spilling out
past the lines, so I instead left it un-cut.”
“Use various brushes and sponges to stipple/sponge
green and yellow ink onto a white card. Lightly
brush edges with yellow ink.”
“Stamp text in black on yellow card. Layer background paper and flower layer on top of card.”
Finished Size: 7 3/8" x 5 1/8".
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Sponging or Stippling Details

If the image is not too finely detailed, you may
be able to use a sponge to color in details or even
to blend color inside a stamped image. Try using
Sponge Daubers (which are smaller than most craft
sponges) or the narrow end of a cosmetic sponge.
It can be tricky to get precise color placement with
a sponge. You may need to mask the background or
cut out the colored image.
Pat ink onto stamped image using Sponge Dauber. Frog: Karv’d

Alternatively, try a very small stencil or stipple brush
to tap ink into tiny areas. This little brush (left) for
example came with a Clearsnap Style Stones set.
While its tip is wider than a small pointed art brush,
it can still get into fairly small areas for times when
you’d really like a stippled look.
Stipple ink on stamped image with stencil brush. Image: Unknown.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Basket - *Unknown, Text smARTworks), Ink (Clearsnap ColorBox pigment
inks: Canary, Scarlet, Orange, Cyan; Ranger
Distress Ink: Peeled Paint; Stewart Superior: India
Ink Black), Cardstock (yellow, orange), Very small
Stencil brush, Sponge Dauber, Various Sponges &
Brushes, Colored pencil (Prismacolor: brown), Paper
adhesive (Xyron.)

“Use various brushes and sponges to stipple/sponge
orange, red and yellow ink onto a yellow card.
Lightly brush edges with red ink.”

“Stamp basket of fruit on scrap of white cardstock
in black. Use tiny stencil brush to stipple inside of
fruit and sponge dauber to sponge sky and grass. Use
colored pencil to color basket brown.”
“Stamp text in black on background layer. Layer
basket piece onto background. Layer all onto
orange card.”
Finished Size: 5 3/4" x 4 1/2".
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Masks
Where sponges, stencil brushes and stipple brushes
really shine is when they are used with a stencil or mask.
I showed you how to do basic masks and mortise masks
of stamped images in the “Stamp Interiors: Container
Stamps, Masking & Shaker Cards” eArticle. Rather than
repeat the exact same thing here, this time let’s switch
things up a little and look at regular and mortise masking using basic shapes instead of stamped shapes.

Basic Masks

In basic masking, you cover what you do not want to
be inked. If you were masking a stamped image, you
would stamp it on scrap paper and cut it out to create a
mask. Here I am instead using an acrylic circle (from an
Evolving Images Evo Templates set) to protect an area
of my paper from the ink. You could alternatively cut or
die-cut shapes to serve as a mask. Notice that there is a
halo around the mask where the ink doesn’t go.
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Place a shaped template or mask on paper. Secure
with removable double-faced tape if needed to
keep it in place while you work or hold it in place
with your other hand. Use a sponge or stencil/
stipple brush to tap ink over and around the shape
mask. (Here I am using an artist sponge.) When the
mask is removed, the area under it is clear. I’ll use
this one as a moon in a blue sky.

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Mortise Masks

A mortise mask works the opposite way. Use it to
protect the area around what you are coloring so color
doesn’t spill into the background. When mortise
masking around a stamped image, you would stamp
the image on scrap paper and cut away the image,
leaving a mask with a hole in the middle. Here, I’m
instead using a shape cut from cardstock. This lets me
create a colored card layer without having to reach for
another layer of paper which adds weight and bulk.

Torn Paper Masks

Masks don’t have to be cut straight lines. You could
cut them with decorative scissors or die-cutters. Or
you could tear mask edges to create a softer edge.
Traditionally in stamping, this type of mask is used to
create “ hills” or “clouds” for scenes as I’ve done here, but
you could also use torn paper masks to create softer
inked shapes for card layering.

Next: Sponged & Brushed Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Trees - Anne Made, Text - Hubba
Hubba Hubba), Ink (Clearsnap ColorBox pigment
inks: Green, Cyan, Royal Blue, Violet, Lime; Stewart
Superior: India Ink Black), Cardstock (white, orange),
Artist sponge, Acrylic circle template (Evolving
Images) or paper circle, Scrap paper, Colored pencils
(Prismacolor), Paper adhesive (Xyron.)

“Use artist sponge to sponge pigment ink around an
acrylic circle template or paper circle as mask to create
a moon in a blue sky. Don’t do the entire sky yet. Just
get the moon established.”

“Tear scrap paper to create a mask for hills. Use half of
the paper to cover the sky. Use artist sponge to sponge
green grass. Remove mask and lay other half of torn
scrap over grass, matching up edges. Use artist sponge
to sponge rest of blue sky. Remove mask.”
“Stamp trees in black on top of sponged layer. Add
detail using colored pencils. Layer onto black and
then onto blue card. Stamp text in black on card.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4" x 4 7/8".
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Butterfly - The Stamp Pad), Inks (Ranger
Distress Ink: Dried Marigold, Pickled Raspberry, Broken
China, Shaded Lilac, Peacock Feathers, Faded Jeans), Die &
Die-cut machine (Spellbinders: heart), Stipple Brushes (Color
Dusters), Student-quality fat brushes, 2-way glue pen, Sponge
Dauber, Cardstock (white), Scrap paper, Paper adhesive.

“Die-cut the heart shape on a large enough sheet of paper so
that you can use the mortise mask as well as the regular mask.
Use a 2-way glue pen on the back of both masks and let the
glue dry to tackiness. Lay down the regular mask on an area
in the middle of a piece of white cardstock. Brush on the various colors of ink to create background.”

“Stamp two butterflies with Faded Jeans ink partially over the
mask so that it looks as though they are rising out of the heart.
Stamp several more butterflies above the heart with the same
ink. Remove the regular mask and put down the mortise mask.
Brush Broken China ink from the edges into the middle of the
heart, making sure to leave the middle a little lighter than the
edges. Use a Sponge Dauber to outline the piece and affix it to
white card.”
Finished Size: 5 3/4” x 4 ⅝”.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Tweety Jill), Inks (Ranger
Distress Ink: Dried Marigold, Pickled Raspberry, Broken China, Shaded Lilac, Peacock
Feathers; Tsukineko Memento: Black)
Eclipse tape, Stipple Brushes (Color Dusters),
Cardstock (white, purple), Paper adhesive.

“This card uses a grid technique taught
by Darlene Domel of Stampland
Rubber Stamps.”

“Stamp Eiffel Tower in the center of a piece
of white cardstock. Use three strips of Eclipse
tape to section off the image. Color the inside
of the area with Color Dusters. Continue
sectioning off parts of the card and brushing
with various colors of ink and stamping in
various sections as shown. Affix the piece to a
purple card.”
Finished size: 6" x 4 ½".
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Stencils
You can also use sponges or stencil brushes to ink inside
stencils (either purchased stencils or stencils you cut yourself.) The tool you use will depend on the type of stencil
and the look that you want. Some stippling brushes can be
too flexible for stencils, letting their bristles slip up under
the stencil. And some sponges can be awkward to get into
deeper stencils. Stencil brushes are often the ideal choice.

Stipple
pigment
Choose a stencil brush or sponge appropriate for the size of ink with a
the stencil’s holes. For stencils with lots of wide open spaces, stencil brush
or Sponge
using a larger sponge or brush will get you done faster. But Dauber. Stencil:
Art-2-Go
if it has smaller detail and/or you want to use multiple

colors, smaller sponges or brushes may work better for you.

Ink on a Stencil

Tape the stencil over the surface. When using stamping
inks, tap the brush or sponge onto an inkpad to load it.
Then tap or swirl the inked sponge or brush repeatedly over
the open areas, re-inking as needed.
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Paint on a Stencil

You can of course also use paint with a stencil.
The type of paint you use will of course depend
to some extent on your surface. Most stampers
spend most of their time working on paper, so
for this eArticle, I’m going to assume that you
are using either watercolor or acrylic paint on
cardstock or watercolor paper.
Traditionally stenciling with paint is done using
a stencil brush. Load the brush by tapping
it into the paint so that the flat brush tip is
covered with paint, but nothing else. Tape the
stencil to your cardstock. Then tap or swirl the
paint into the open areas of the stencil.
Paint on a brush or sponge is usually wetter
than stamp ink on the same tool. Try to avoid
dragging or pushing the tool toward edges so
you don’t get paint up under the stencil.

Stipple Claudine
Hellmuth acrylic
paint with a
stencil brush or
cosmetic sponge.
Stencil: Art-2-Go

Next: Sponged & Brushed Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Text - smARTworks), Stencil
(Art-2-Go, Ink (Stewart Superior: India Ink Black,
Clearsnap Colorbox: Scarlet), Cardstock (white,
yellow, black), Cosmetic sponge, Sponge Dauber,
Flat artist brush, Acrylic paint (Claudine Hellmuth Studio Paint: Dab of Yellow, Dash of Red),
Paper adhesive (Xyron.)

“Use cosmetic sponge to tap paint inside leaf stencil
on white cardstock scrap. Allow to dry overnight.
Use a Sponge Dauber to tap red stamp ink inside
second leaf stencil. Cut out each leaf, leaving
white border.”
“Use flat artist brush to brush yellow and
red acrylic paints (left over from other paint
techniques) onto white cardstock. Allow to
dry overnight.”

“Use cosmetic sponge to edge background panel with
black ink. Heat-set. Stamp text on yellow card- “Layer black carstock scrap onto background and then leaves
stock in black. Edge with black ink and layer onto onto this. Layer all to yellow card.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4" x 4 7/8".
black cardstock scrap. Layer onto background.”
Go to Contents

Ink Backgrounds
Applying ink to a card layer or background
with a sponge, a stencil brush or stipple brush
can be a wonderful way to add color. Sponging and stippling are not without challenges
though. For backgrounds you are often hoping
for a fairly even application of color. Getting
this type of result requires attention to the
type of sponge or brush you use, the type of
cardstock, the type of ink and your technique.

Sponged Ink Backgrounds

Using a sponge to apply ink to a background
layer can be this tool’s most challenging technique. You can use a variety of sponge types
to get ink on paper, but all sponges have edges
and those edges tend to show up as hard lines
on the paper that can be hard to blend out. (Of
course, you could always incorporate the edge
marks into a background pattern.)
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Also, the first time a newly inked
sponge touches the paper, it tends to
be darker than as you continue to work.
That first darker area can also be hard to
blend out, so you might have to go to a
lot of work to get an even application of
color and the final result might wind up
darker than you intended.
When you use a sponge on an edge or
with a mask or stencil, you can start
with the sponge off the edge of the
exposed paper and sweep color onto the
paper more smoothly. This is less of an
option when you are trying to apply ink
to a large background area.
So what do you do? First choose your
supplies carefully and then use the right
technique for the sponge you are using.
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The Paper: When stamping was young, stampers’ cardstock of
choice was glossy white. We used cosmetic sponges to pat or smear
dye ink over the slick glossy surface. (While regular pigment ink
is wetter and so might be more blendable on this surface, it doesn’t
dry on glossy cardstock without being embossed.)
These days, while we still use some glossy, many times we work
on non-glossy cardstock which, being more absorbent, can make
harsh edge lines more likely. You can mitigate this a bit by working on matte coated cardstock rather than uncoated. The coating
helps the ink move better on the surface. Of course, if you instead
are looking for an uneven distressed look, then go the other way!
While I am using white cardstock in the upcoming examples, keep
in mind that you can sponge ink onto other colors as well. If the
stamping ink you are using is translucent (dye inks), it will show
up best on lighter colored papers. If it is opaque (pigment and
hybrid inks), you may find that you could also use it on darker
papers. (This will vary by the ink and the paper.) Also play around
with sponging ink onto pre-printed papers and sponging on
textured, non-smooth papers.
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The Ink: The type of ink can make a difference as well. You can use
all kinds of ink to sponge a background, but if you are looking for a
smooth application of color, an ink that stays wetter longer is often
easier to work with. Stampers often find pigment inks (especially
chalk pigment inks), Distress inks, and newly inked inkpads to be
more sponging friendly when they want to get a smooth application
of color or blended colors. Experiment with the inks you have to
see which ones work best for the look you like.
The Sponges: The sponge or brush you use is the third part of the
background equation and makes a huge difference in the look
you will get. Let’s look at inking a background using a variety of
sponges and brushes.
For these examples, I used Distress Ink, but keep in mind that
there is no one “right” ink, no one “right” sponge or brush and no
“right” technique. Different sponges or brushes using different inks
on different papers can create a wide range of looks. This is a time
when an afternoon playing with the supplies you’ve got can be really
valuable. These examples will however give you an idea of how
different sponges affect the look.
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Cosmetic Sponge: If you are new to sponging with a
cosmetic sponge, you might try to get a lot of color onto the
cardstock quickly. So you ink the sponge by tapping it onto
an inkpad and then smash and drag it across the paper. Or
you press it firmly and rapidly onto the paper.
The result is rarely pretty, with edge marks and dark and
light areas. If you are going for an uneven rough look, then
it’s all good. But if you were looking for more even color,
you are likely to be frustrated.
Instead, think of the cosmetic sponge as if it was something
fragile and tap it ever so lightly on the cardstock. Don’t be
in a hurry. Go very light and gentle and build up color.

Pressing Hard with a Cosmetic Sponge and dye ink.

Tip: Interestingly, you can

use the edge lines on cosmetic
sponges to good effect. Try using
a pair of decorative scissors along
the edges of a cosmetic sponge to
create custom sponge shapes.
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Light Tapping with a Cosmetic Sponge and dye ink.
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Sponge Dauber: Sponge Daubers can be a little
easier to use because their small round sponge
tips don’t have the strong edge lines of a cosmetic
sponge. Still, if you press down aggressively, you
could create sponged circles rather than a more
even over-all color. So tap gently and repeatedly to get soft color. Build up color gradually.
Because these are small, it can take a while to do
a whole background.
Foam Stylus Tip: Foam Stylus Tips have a more
defined shape (in this case an oval) so if you press
it down on cardstock, you’ll be stamping the foam
shape as I did here. But their edges don’t tend to
be as harsh as the straighter edges of a cosmetic
sponge. If you lightly tap the foam tip on cardstock, you can build up color and somewhat
smooth it out. These tips also lend themselves to
smearing ink. Try a combination of both to get
over-all color as I’ve done here.
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Cut ‘N Dry Foam: Cut ‘N Dry Foam can be cut
to whatever shape you like. Here I cut a small
piece and used decorative
scissors to soften the foam’s
edges. Lightly tap it to get
a light foam of color. You
can also smear ink over the
surface with the foam to
smooth out lines.
Ink Blending Foam: Ink Blending Foam is very
similar to Cut ‘N Dry Foam except it is used
on a Blending Tool. The Foam is rectangular.
You might think that you would get harsh edge
lines, but surprisingly, if you tap gently, the
lines are minimal and you can tap them out
fairly easily. I think this is because your hand
is not right down close on the sponge; the tool
encourages a lighter touch that works better for
this effect.
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Sea Sponge: Usually I use sea
sponges more with paint than with
ink, but they can actually can be
quite nice with inks.
Tap ink onto paper with a dry sea
sponge. If the sponge has fairly
finely spaced small holes, the effect
will look a bit like ink applied with
a stipple brush. Larger holes will
give you a more irregular pattern.
If you instead spritz the sponge
lightly with water first, the same
sponge and ink gives you a more
painted watercolor look.
Try different types of sea sponges
as they are each unique and can
create a variety of textures.
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Artist Sponge: Synthetic art sponges, like those
found in the art supply section of craft stores,
are meant to mimic sea sponges, although their
shape and hole structure is much more regular.
These actually do a really nice job for background sponging, creating a more textured
color application but without the edge lines
some other sponges will create. (Note: Here I
am using one whole, but many stampers cut
them into wedges, one for each color.)
Flat Topped Foam Brushes: I recently bought
a variety pack of foam brushes at my local
craft supply store. Included with the more
usual chisel-topped flat brushes were round
flat-topped foam brushes in three sizes.
Surprisingly, I found the largest 1" wide brush
to be one of the best tools for creating soft
background color with ink.
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Brushed Ink Backgrounds

Stencil Brush: If you find sponging even color
frustrating, try a stencil brush. Because it is
made up of a large number of individual bristles
rather than one piece of foam like a sponge, you
don’t get edge lines. When used with ink, stencil
brushes tend to create a pattern of tiny dots of
color. If you swirl the brush instead of tapping,
you can get smoother color. Try both.

Stipple Brush: Stipple brushes are very similar to
stencil brushes. They tend to have more flexible
bristles and a top that isn’t quite as even and flat
as a stencil brush. Tapping a stipple brush creates
a series of tiny dots like a stencil brush; you can
also press and swirl on color. I find stipple brushes
to be quicker to use than stencil brushes; they
seem to give up the ink more easily. However
both work fine.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Paint Backgrounds
Sponged Paint Backgrounds

Sponged paint is one of my favorite backgrounds.
While you can create them with fresh paint, they are
a great way to use up excess paint on a craft sheet at
the end of a project. Set them aside to dry overnight
and you’ll have backgrounds for future projects.
Place a small puddle of paint on a craft sheet, palette
or flat plastic take out container. Dab the sponge into
the paint to load it and then tap or drag repeatedly
onto cardstock or other heavy paper. Repeat.
Sea Sponges create interesting textures with acrylic
paint. Try watercolors as well. You can also use
cosmetic sponges, foam or other sponges. I like loose
sponges and foam for acrylics because they are easier
to wash. Cosmetic sponges and foam brushes are
cheap enough that if paint dries on them, you can
throw them out without too much regret.

Next: Sponged Artwork.
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Tap Claudine Hellmuth Studio Paints with sea sponge.

Smear Claudine Hellmuth Studio Paint with cosmetic sponge.
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Alcohol inks (red, yellow,
orange, green, purple), Alcohol Blending Solution (Ranger),
Sponge (O-celo), Cardstock (white glossy, white), Pigment ink
(VersaMark), embossing powder (Sparkle N Sprinkle: Teddy
Brown, Detail Black), Dies & Die-cut machine (Spellbinders:
Label Ten, Back to Basic Tags), Brads (bronze), Flower.

“Apply red, yellow, orange, green and purple alcohol inks to a
new O-celo sponge. Randomly dab onto glossy white cardstock.
Layer to white glossy card base. Stamp and emboss tree with
Teddy Brown embossing powder on white glossy cardstock. Cut
and emboss with Labels Ten die. Before removing die, sponge
with the same sponge (notice it has become lighter in color).”

“Stamp sentiment on white glossy cardstock in VersaMark ink
and heat emboss in detail black powder. Cut and emboss with
Back to Basic Tag die. Add a little Alcohol Blending Solution
to the same sponge and swipe it over the tag. Attach to card
front with bronze brads. Apply the same inks to white flower.
Spritz with Blending solution. Attach to card with another
bronze brad.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 4 1/4".
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Brushed Paint Backgrounds

You can also use a brush to create painted backgrounds. Different
brushes will give you different looks. For example, tapping paint
onto a surface using a stencil brush will create a speckled appearance. Stippled acrylic paint creates a little bit more texture and
dimension than stippled ink.
Stipple Claudine Hellmuth Studio Paint
with stencil brush.

Place a small puddle of paint on a craft sheet, palette or flat plastic
take out container. Pat the flat tip of the stencil brush into the paint
to load it and then tap or swirl repeatedly onto the surface. Repeat.
Make sure that you don’t let the paint get too high on the bristles
and into the ferrule. You only need the paint on the bristle tips.
Or you could put paint on a toothbrush, hold it over the paper and
run your thumb across the brush to spatter it for a different look.
Or you could use a flat artist brush to brush acrylic or watercolor
paint across the paper. (Again, don’t let paint get up into the ferrule,
although when brushing this way, it will get a little higher.)

Brush Claudine Hellmuth Studio Paint
with flat artist brush.
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Allow brushed paint backgrounds to dry overnight and then save
them for future projects.
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Color Dry Embossed Designs

Tap
pigment
ink over
embossed
wallpaper
with Ink
Blending
Foam.

Another time that you might pull out a sponge or
a brush is when you have a dry embossed image
(either hand die-cut embossed) and you want to
apply ink to the raised areas of the design.

Ink with Sponge

When applying color to dry embossed images (or
a piece of embossed wall paper as I’m doing here),
you want a sponge that won’t slip down into the
crevices too much. I found that an Ink Blending
tool’s broad flat surface works particularly well.

Paint with Stencil Brush

Alternatively, you could use a large (wide) stencil
brush to tap acrylic paint over the raised surface
or lightly swipe it over the raised areas using a
cosmetic sponge, as I’ve done here.

Smear
Claudine
Hellmuth
Studio
Paint over
embossed
wallpaper
using a
cosmetic
sponge.

Next: Sponged Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stencil (cut from paper), Ink (ColorBox pigment ink: Orange, Scarlet, Canary),
Cardstock (white, yellow-orange), Stencil brush,
Cosmetic sponge, Embossed wallpaper, Paper
adhesive (Xyron, Wonder Tape, Removable tape.)

“Tape butterfly stencil over white cardstock with
removable tape. Use stencil brush and various
sponges to apply pigment ink inside stencil openings. Remove stencil.”

“Use cosmetic sponge to apply red, orange and
yellow inks over embossed wallpaper. Try to keep
the ink on the raised areas of the wallpaper and
not in the crevices.”
“Layer butterfly onto wallpaper using doublesided tape. Layer all to butterscotch card.”
Finished Size: 4 1/2" x 5 1/2".
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle),
Rainbow Sponge (Posh Impressions), Dye
ink (Tsukineko Memento: Summer Sky,
Cantaloupe, Pear Tart, Tuxedo Black),
Cardstock (white), Die, Embossing folder
& Die-cut machine (Darice: Leafy Tree
folder, Spellbinders: Labels Ten die), Flocking (white), Super Adhesive Sheet (Sparkle
N Sprinkle), Alcohol ink marker (Copic: W1),
Paper adhesive.

“Sponge background with dye inks (Summer
Sky, Cantaloupe, Pear Tart) on white cardstock. Run background through tree embossing
folder. Use a Rainbow Sponge edge to sponge
grass blades with Pear Tart. Use sides of
same sponge to color branches/leaves of tree
and Desert Sand for tree trunk. This sponge
doesn’t have as much give and so will only
leave color on the raised surface. Attach to a
card base edged with sponged Cantaloupe ink.”
“Apply white flocking to a piece of Super Adhesive Sheet. Stamp horse on it in black. Color

with alcohol ink marker. Cut out and attach to card front.
Stamp sentiment in black. Die-cut with Labels Ten die.
Before removing die, sponge with Cantaloupe. Attach to card.”

Finished Size: 4 1/4” x 5 1/2”.
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Water & Brushes
Sponges and brushes don’t only have to be used
with ink or paint. You could also use them with
water to alter or move ink or paint.

Stamp Ink Watercolor

Use a sponge to ink a
stamp with dye ink and
stamp on cardstock or
watercolor paper. Use
a waterbrush to move
the ink for light color.
To intensify color, use
a watercolor pencil to
color details. Then use
a waterbrush to blend
and move this color.
Flower: Evolving Images.
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A wet pointed round brush or a waterbrush can
be used to create watercolor effects with stamp
ink. Ink a stamp with dye ink and stamp it. Use
a wet brush or waterbrush to move ink to color
in the image with soft color. Or apply stamp
ink to a inkpad lid or palette and use a wet
brush or waterbrush to paint with it inside the
stamped image.

Colored Pencil Watercolor

Or color in an image stamped with permanent ink
on watercolor paper using a watercolor pencil. Use
a wet brush or waterbrush to blend and move the
color. Here, I’ve combined both methods.

Next: Brushed Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Flower - Evolving Images, Text
- *Unknown), Ink (ColorBox dye ink: Deep Grape,
Gold Course; ColorBox pigment ink: Green, Lime,
Black; Ranger Distress Ink: Peeled Paint), Cardstock
(white, turquoise), Watercolor paper, Cosmetic Sponge,
Various Sponges & Brushes, Waterbrush, Watercolor
Pencils (Karat Aquarell, Paper adhesive (Xyron.)

“Use various sponges and brushes to create background
using green inks. Use cosmetic sponge and black ink to
add repeating edge pattern. Use cosmetic sponge to edge
layer with green ink.”
“Use sponge to ink flower stamp with dye inks. Huff on
stamp to moisten ink and stamp on watercolor paper.
Use waterbrush to move stamped ink, coloring in
image very lightly.”
“Add additional color using watercolor pencils. Use
waterbrush to blend ink. Stamp text in green.”

“Layer flowers onto background and then blue card.”
Finished Size: 6 1/2" x 4 3/4".
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Watercolor Painting

You can also paint inside stamped
images with watercolor paint using
either a round pointed brush and
paint, or a waterbrush. If you don’t
want the ink of the stamped image
itself to move, you need to either
use permanent waterproof ink or
heat emboss the image.
For most stamped images, you’ll
want a brush with a small pointed
tip to let you get into small detail
areas, although you might use a
small flat brush to lay down a wash
of light color over larger areas
first and then go back in with the
pointed brush to create darker
detail areas.

Next: Brushed Artwork.
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Stamp and emboss image on
watercolor paper. Use pointed round
paintbrush with Dr Ph Martin’s
Hydrus Fine Art Watercolors. Flower:
Evolving Images.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Flower - Evolving Images, Text - Rubber
Stampede), Ink (Ranger Adirondack: Pitch Black pigment
ink: Ranger Archival: Library Green Peeled Paint; Colorbox:
Cyan.) Cardstock (white, blue-purple, green), Watercolor
paper, Embossing powder (clear), Artist sponge, Dr Ph
Martin’s Hydrus Fine Art Watercolors, Paintbrush (Claudine
Hellmuth: pointed round), Various sponges, Gel pen (Gelly
Roll: white), Paper adhesive (Xyron.)

“Stamp flower in black pigment ink on watercolor paper.
Emboss with clear powder.”

“Use pointed round artist brush to paint inside stamped lines
with watercolor paints. These particular watercolors are
very intense. Once dry, I decided to add touches of white to
edges and inside center of flowers to define it more. Stamp
text in green.”
“Use various sponges to sponge green and blue inks onto
white cardstock and green scrap. Layer stampe image onto
sponged layer. Layer green down center of blue-purple card
and then layer rest on top.”
Finished Size: 6 1/8" x 4 3/4”.
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Water on a Brush or Sponge

Sometimes you just want to
get an even coat of water over
a surface fast. This is where
you want to go big with your
tools. A wide flat brush, a wide
foam brush or a wide sponge
can do that for you.
Sometimes you want to brush
or sponge on the water first so
that you can apply water-based
inks or paints over the wash.

Use flat paintbrush
to wipe left-over Dr
Ph Martin’s Hydrus
Fine Art Watercolors
(from previous project) over cardstock
or watercolor paper.
Clean brush and
then brush inked
paper with water to
blend colors.
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Other times, you want to apply
the water to an already inked
or painted surface, as I’ve done
here to blend or move the color
beyond the original application.
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Pigments & Powders

Brushes and sponges can also be used to
dust dry powdered pigments or loose chalk
or soft pastels onto a surface. This type of
application works well with a soft fluffy
artist brush. This one is a mop shaped brush
that came with one of Ranger’s Perfect
Pearls sets. See “Powdered Pigment Techniques
For Stampers” eArticle for more on using
powdered pigments.

Use a mop brush to dust on Perfect Pearls.

Learn More: Lindsay Weirich has a video

on her Frugal Crafter blog where she shows
how to use a wet cosmetic sponge to apply
inexpensive soft pastels onto smooth paper.
(Normally you would need to use a rougher
textured pastel paper or use more expensive
Pan Pastels, but Lindsay found that using
the water makes all the difference.)

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Use a mop brush to dust on Craf-T Chalks.
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Cleaning & Storage
Sponge Cleaning
When working with water-based ink or paint, you can wash most
sponges under running water with a bit of dishwashing soap if
needed. If you are using acrylic paints, which are water-based
but dry to a permanent coat, be sure to wash the paint out of the
sponge as soon as you are done with it and before the paint can
dry on the sponge. (Once dried, it will cling and the only way to
get it off is usually to try and peel or cut it off.)
If you are working with acrylic paint and need to take a break,
put the sponge in a sealed Ziploc bag to keep it moist temporarily.
I’ve done this as long as overnight. Beyond that, you are better off
either storing the bag in the freezer or washing the sponge.
Not Cleaning Sponges: On the other hand, if you use your
sponges with water-based inks and can devote a sponge to each
basic color, you should not need to wash them after each use.
(This is what I do with cosmetic sponges, Sponge Daubers and
ColorBox Stylus tips that I use with stamp inks.)
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Matching Sponges with Ink:
If you are serious about avoiding any color mixing at all, you could even
devote a sponge to each inkpad type, brand and color. The tricky part
of being this specific of course is keeping track of which sponge is for
which specific inkpad.
If you use Sponge Daubers, you could put a label on the base tube. If
you use Stylus Tips, you might be able to put a label on the underside of
the tip. (It would have to be teeny.) Or you could store the tip in a small
labeled Ziploc bag. If you use cosmetic sponges, some people staple a
fold of paper over the narrow end to serve as both a handle and a label.

Tip: Lori Reinholz suggests a way to match up sponges with inks:

“Ranger has Ink Blending Foam pads for sponging and [Tsukineko has] the
little Sponge Daubers. I have so many inkpads that it was hard to keep track
of those I use for a certain color. I noticed that each inkpad has a well on the
bottom. I put a piece of the male part of Velcro on the back of my inkpads.
When I am done using a foam pad with an inkpad, I remove it from the
handle and attach it on the bottom of the inkpad I used it with. For Sponge
Daubers, I stuck a little of the female part on the side and attached it to the
side of the pad [so you can still stack the inkpads.]”
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Sponge Storage
Sponges tend to be pretty forgiving about how
you store them. Most of my biggest sponges
just sit in an open basket and I have a bunch of
cosmetic sponges in a large glass jar.
The exception are ColorBox Stylus tips. I found
out the hard way that the white foam tips dry
out and get hard and crumbly if you leave them
out. So instead, store these in a sealed plastic
container or Ziploc bag to help them retain their
moisture. (I store the stylus handles standing up
in a stamped ceramic mug.)
If you use these a lot, you might devote one
Stylus handle for every two colors (as each Stylus
has two heads.) In that case, instead of taking
the tips on and off, you could leave them on the
Stylus handle and put the whole thing in a plastic bag for storage.
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Sponge Daubers can be stored loose in a Ziploc bag
or small storage box, although because they have a flat
base, you could instead stand them up in little rows to
store them more neatly. Gary M. Burlin & Co. sells
a “Sponge Dauber Storage Box” that holds forty daubers.
It is like a divided plastic bead or tackle box, except
sized for Sponge Daubers. Scrapbook.com has a
YouTube video showing the case and using the daubers.
Ranger’s Cut ‘n Dry Foam, if cut into small pieces, as
well as their Ink Blending Foams, can be stored in
Ziploc bags to keep them from wandering around.
I actually have my Ink Blending Foam stored in the
plastic shaped part of its original packaging. (I tore
off the cardboard, leaving the Foam in the packaging
plastic.) The Ink Blending Tool and its Foam and Felt
pads all stay together inside a plastic food storage box
that is easy to remove from the plastic IRIS drawer
where it is stored along with small bottles of ink.

Next: Brushed Artwork.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (The Stamp Pad, Stampland,
Red Lead Paperworks, Inkadinkado, Seaside
Stampin’ Ink), Inks (Ranger Distress: Shaded
Lilac, Mowed Lawn, Faded Jeans, Broken
China, Worn Lipstick, Dried Marigold,
Peacock Feathers; Tsukineko Memento: Lilac
Posies), Cardstock (white), Eclipse tape, Prismacolor pencil (dark blue), Stipple brushes
(Color Dusters), Paper adhesive.

“Place one Eclipse tape strip across upper right
of white card. Dust corner with lilac ink.
Move the tape to cover that section and apply
two more tapes to block off another section of
the card. Dust in another color. Proceed as
shown, covering up each section with the tapes,
so that you completely color the card.”

“Stamp inside each section. Use the brushes to
highlight image areas with corresponding colors. Outline the lines separating the sections with a dark blue pencil. This is basically a technique I
learned from Darlene Domel of Stampland Chicago Rubber Stamps.”
Finished size: 5 ½" x 4".
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Brush Cleaning
Before you use an artist brush for the first time, rinse it off to get any protective
coating off that might have been put on at the factory, Gently dry it by pressing it
inside a paper towel, being careful not to bend the bristles in any weird directions.
When using an artist brush or a stencil brush, try
to keep the paint on the bristles and off of the
metal ferrule area of the brush. If paint gets up
inside the ferrule, it can knock the bristles out of
alignment and you can lose the brush tip’s shape
as the bristles are forced outward. Also, don’t
leave your brushes sitting with the bristles down
in water or solvent as the bristles can get bent
and frayed. Clean brushes gently after each use and don’t let paint dry on them.
Acrylic paint can dry very quickly to a hard permanent coat. If you are working
with acrylic paint and need to pause and can’t immediately wash the brush, wrap
the bristles with plastic wrap and then put it in a Ziploc bag. Can’t clean it until
tomorrow or want to use the same brush with the same color in a few days? Put the
wrapped brush in the freezer. Thaw it out when you are ready to use it or clean it.
(Allow at least an hour thawing time.)
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Artist or Stencil Brushes: Most stampers are not using oil paints.
I’m going to assume you are using your brush with acrylic paint,
watercolor or water-based inks. To clean an artist or stencil brush,
first try to get as much paint or ink off it as possible by brushing
it across scrap paper (which might be used later for backgrounds)
and/or wiping it with a paper towel, running the paper towel down
the tip of the brush. This will shorten cleaning time and help avoid
sending a lot of paint down the drain. (Acrylic paint in particular
can dry and harden in drains causing plumbing problems.)
Then either rise under running water or swirl the brush in a
container of clean water to rinse off paint or ink. Watercolor rinses
off fairly easily with water and mild soap. When working with
acrylics, work in some brush cleaner soap, making sure you get all
the paint out of the bristles and the ferrule. (If you are using natural brushes made of real hair, you could alternatively use shampoo.)
Then rinse. Repeat as necessary, understanding that white brushes
will stain; as long as the color doesn’t transfer from the bristles,
that isn’t a problem. Wipe the entire brush to remove excess water.
Reshape the brush bristles while they are still damp.
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Learn More: Blick Art Materials has a quick two minute

YouTube video on “How to Make Your Brushes Last” that shows
the brush cleaning process. Winsor & Newton has a page on
“Care & Cleaning of Brushes”. Also see VSN’s Dye, Pigment &
Paper blog posts on “Don’t Want to Clean the Brush” and “Acrylic
Paint Down the Drain.”
Stencil Brushes: Clean stencil brushes as you would an artist
brush. When clean, wrap larger stencil brushes with a rubber
band close to the bristle tips to help it dry to its original shape.
I’ve also seen a product online called a “Stencil Brush Scrubber”
for cleaning paint out of stencil brushes. It is a flat piece of plastic with a series of raised nibs to scrub out the paint. I haven’t
tried these as I haven’t found one locally; they are available for
about a dollar online.
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Brush Storage
Brushes should never be put away wet. After cleaning, allow
them to dry flat before storing them. (This keeps water from
settling into the ferrule and/or handle.) You’ll need to store
your brushes so that the bristles don’t get bent or damaged,
so they shouldn’t be packed too tightly into a storage
container or stored with the bristle end down. Store them flat
in a plastic storage box or bristle side up in an open container
or in a fabric brush roll.

I was recently looking for something to store my
brushes in and couldn’t find anything at local craft
stores. I wound up storing my brushes in an old
popsicle mold I had in a box in the basement. It is
not as fancy as a storage unit designed for brushes,
but it works for me and lets me divide up my
brushes by type so I can find what I want easily.
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You can purchase brush storage pieces from art supply
companies. Search for “Brush Storage” or “Brush Holders” or
“Brush Organizers” on online art supply sites like Blick Art
Supplies or Jerry’s Artarama.
Stipple or Stencil Brushes: Stipple or stencil brushes that
you’ve used for dry stippling with ink (rather than used wet
with paint) don’t usually need to be washed unless you are
changing ink color. (Water-based inks should wash out with
water.) Stampers typically will have a stipple or stencil brush
devoted to each color family they use with ink and so usually
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don’t have to wash them. You can usually
identify the ink color on the bristles, but you
could alternatively wrap a more descriptive (or
even color-coded) label around the handle.
I store Color Duster stipple brushes bristle
side up in a small shallow basket near my
work area as I use them often. I store longer
handled stipple and stencil brushes bristle-side
up in a jar or popsicle mold, depending on
their size and handle length.
Foam Brushes: Inexpensive foam brushes are
designed to be thrown away after use, but if
you haven’t let acrylic paint dry on them and
the foam brush is still in decent shape and not
crumbling, you can wash it out with water and
dish soap or a mild brush cleaner and allow to
dry. Foam brushes can be stored in a storage
box or bag or foam side up in a jar.
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Acrylic paint dries very quickly. If you need to pause
while working or can’t wash the foam brush out right
away, wrap it with plastic wrap and then put it in a
Ziploc bag. If it will be days or even weeks, put the
sealed bag in the freezer. When you are ready to use it
again, it should thaw out in a few minutes.
Waterbrushes: Waterbrushes can be cleaned under
running water in needed, although you may just need to
squeeze more water into the brush tip and wipe it onto
scrap paper or a paper towel to get off residual ink.
If you are using them filled with water, you can probably
leave the water in the brush, as most are designed not to
leak. If you put some other liquid into the brush, especially bleach, which could eventually eat the plastic, it is
better to wash it out between uses. Waterbrushes typically come with a cap covering the brush tip. Cap the
brush between uses and store it flat or brush tip side up
in an open container.

Next: Sponged Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Frog - Karv’d, Text Toomuchfun Rubber Stamps), Ink (Stewart
Superior: India Ink Black; Ranger Distress Ink:
Peeled Paint, Clearsnap Colorbox ink: Green,
Lime, Canary, Scarlet, Orange), Cardstock
(white, butterscotch), ColorBox Stylus & Foam
Tip, Sponge Dauber, Paper adhesive (Xyron,
Removable tape.)

“Cut frame mortise mask from cardstock. Use
removable tape to attach mask over white cardstock. Use Stylus and Foam tip to color inside
mask using red, orange and yellow inks. Remove
mask. Stamp text on sponged background
in black.”
“Stamp frog in black on cardstock scrap. Use
sponge Dauber to cover with greens and yellow.
Cut out and layer onto background. Layer all
onto butterscotch card.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4" x 5 1/4”.
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Play With Sponges & Brushes!

Sponges and brushes can be great tools for any stamper. You don’t
have to have every type of sponge or every type of brush. A set of
high density sponges (one for each color), a set of stencil or stipple
brushes (again, one for each color), a couple flat, round and/or
round artist paintbrushes, a mop brush and maybe some inexpensive foam brushes will fill most stamper’s needs. And you don’t have
to buy them all at once. Add on as stamping projects demand.
If you find yourself with a free afternoon and don’t have a specific
project in mind, pull out the sponges and brushes you’ve got in your
stash. Experiment with them using different inks and paints. Get a
feel for which tools work best for you to create which results.
Watch for sales or coupons for art tools and try to buy the best you
can afford. Take care of them by cleaning them and storing them
correctly and you’ll be able to use most of them for years.
This eArticle barely touches the surface of what you can do with
these tools. Browse through VSN’s print issues to find more ideas
for using sponges and brushes with your stamps!
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Learn More From VSN
Other VSN eArticles
Full eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Snow & Ice Techniques
Stamped Gift Tags & Gift Wrap
Gelli Plates & Stamps
Watercolor Crayon Techniques For Stampers
Gelatos, Gel-Sticks & Stamps
Sponge & Brush Techniques
Powdered Pigment Techniques
Brayer Techniques For Stampers
Choosing Color For Stamped Cards
Specialty Card Folds
Doodling, Hand Lettering & Stamps
Interiors: Container Stamps & Shaker Cards
Coloring In with Layered Mixed Mediums
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coloring In With Colored Pencils
Coloring In With Alcohol Ink Markers
Coloring in With Watercolor Markers
Making Stamped Magnets
Stamping with Paint
Metal & Faux Metal Stamping Techniques
Re-Inker Stamping Techniques
Dip, Dye, Glitz: Hand-Dyed Paper
Egg-xtra Special Stamping: Egg Stamping

Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• Even More Alcohol Ink Mini eArticle
Basics Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• 4 Ways to Ink a Stamp
• Parts of a Rubber Stamp
• Heat Embossing
• Direct-To-Paper (DTP)
• Choosing Quality Supplies
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Dye, Pigment & Paper Blog

"Dye, Pigment & Paper" is the stamping blog of
Nancie Waterman, editor of Vamp Stamp News
(VSN). The blog’s focus is on using inks and
paint on paper (mostly.) Please come hang out
with me!
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Birdseed & Binoculars Blog

“Birdseed & Binoculars” is a second blog from
Nancie Waterman, editor of Vamp Stamp News
(VSN). This blog’s focus is backyard bird watching.
Please check it out if you like watching birds as
well as stamping. Or share the link with a friend
who likes watching birds.
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Please Spread the Word

Find VSN Online

If you really like an eArticle, please don’t keep it to VSN’s Main Website
yourself. Tell your friends on Facebook, your blog,
Dye, Pigment & Paper Blog
Twitter, Pinterest, etc. Tell your email list friends
Birdseed & Binoculars Blog
and other stampers you know.
Feedback, opinions and comments are welcome.
Email me: vampstamp@prodigy.net
But, please do not email this article to anyone. (I
need to be able to count the downloads so I can
show the Sponsors that you like them. And they
really are too large to comfortably email anyway.)
Instead, please point friends to VSN’s eArticle page
where they can download their own copy.

VSN on Facebook

VSN’s Email Announcement List (Yahoo)

Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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Odds & Ends

Art Drawing & Submission

Printing this eArticle

When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your
name is put into a drawing.

The pdf version of this eArticle can be printed.
When printing, choose the landscape print option
so that it prints at its full 8 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high
Marilyn Sweeney and Shona Erlenborn
size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it
each won their choice of eight VSN issues or a $20 even larger (nice if your eyes are getting older and
VSN eGift Certificate.
need larger text!)

eArticle Copyright Statement
This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of
Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed,
posted on a website or sold in any form without
permission. If you have a stamping friend who would
like a copy, please instead direct them to the eArticle
page of VSN’s website where they can download their
own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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